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Dear Bobcats: 

 

Greetings to all of our incoming 7th grade Bobcats and our veteran 8th grade leaders.  Welcome to one of the highest performing 

secondary schools in the state.  I get very excited when I think about the new 7th graders and the exciting journey on which you are 

about to embark.  I would like to take time to share some summer information with you about Brink. I realize it seems like summer 

break just started, but we will be back in school before you know it.  My desire is for each family is to be well informed and at ease 

with the transition.   

 

My administrative team goes to great lengths to ensure that we are transparent with our decisions and our parents are well informed of 

policy changes.  With that being said, I want to highlight some changes at Brink that might be overlooked in our fliers.  Attached to 

this link are fliers outlining important events that you will need to read so that your family can discuss the specifics and plan 

accordingly.  Some of the listed changes below are initiated at the district level, but others are planned policy changes developed by 

Brink Leadership.   

 

School News – The Brink leadership team is a firm believer in clear communications with our families.  Last year we created another 

medium to accomplish this task. The Brink podcast is a student driven production that came into existence the 2nd semester of the 18-

19 school year.  Podcasts are essentially radio shows that can be downloaded for free to your phone and listened to at your earliest 

convenience.  The broadcasts consist of students speaking about general topics concerning education and specific issues facing Brink 

Junior High.  Additionally, we will have faculty members give guest commentary that add to the already well-rounded cast.  Previous 

and future podcasts can be downloaded for free using the platforms Podbean and iTunes.     

 

Vaping - MPS is consistently reviewing safety protocol to ensure we are on the forefront of safety procedures for our students.  

Nationwide, an alarming amount of youth are participating in recreational Vaping.  To further complicate matters, vaping cartridges 

are no longer just confined to containing nicotine, but can also contain illicit drugs.  Brink along with every MPS secondary school 

will now take a proactive and preventive stance on Vaping products by categorizing them as drug paraphernalia.  Vaping has NO 

place in my school and we will not stand idly by as it gains national popularity with our youth.  I highly suggest that a serious 

conversation take place between parents and students so that they are aware of the school’s stance.               

 

IDs- The plan going into the 19-20 school year is for every Brink student to have a photo ID on the first day of school.  The first ID 

will be free, but replacement IDs will be $10.00.  They will be worn on a lanyard by the student for the entire school day.  This is a 

district policy that will be implemented at every MPS Junior High.  The process of developing student habit for wearing IDs began the 

last Semester of the 18-19 school year.  With every policy, especially those concerning student safety, student buy-in and compliance 

is the key.  As stated in the handbook, students will essentially have three warnings before they will be out of school suspended for the 

fourth infraction.  We have learned that Parent involvement to establish a home ID routine is essential to minimizing the number of 

infractions incurred.        

 

Universal Brink Supply List- Brink has a consolidated supply list that will be interchangeable for every teacher.  This should save 

your family money and alleviate some stress for my incoming 7th grade students.  In the fliers, you will see the word “toolkit,” which 

simply refers to the supply items associated with the zipper bag.  If you would like to purchase premade kits, Brink will be selling 

them during the back to school events and after school starts in the Media Center. 

 

Student Schedules- Your student will receive a hard copy of their schedules at the designated times listed on the fliers.  PLEASE 

KEEP YOUR UTILITY BILLS NOW!  The bills will need to be turned-in to receive a student schedule.  It’s important to note that 

we release the students’ schedules on Infinite Campus as well.  The release date for the Infinite Campus has not been set, but typically 

this date is even earlier that the hard copy distribution dates.   

 

I believe that the rest of the information sent will help answer many of the remaining questions that you might have about the 

upcoming school events.  I want to encourage my incoming 7th grade parents to attend the August 8th “Visit with the Principal” event, 

so that you can ask specific questions and receive a detailed face to face answer.    

 

Very Respectfully, 

Joseph Ross-Principal   

Link to all flyers for back to school on the Brink Website  

Office of the Principal 


